Molecular dynamics simulation of the rare amino acid LL-dityrosine and a dityrosine-containing peptide: comparison with time-resolved fluorescence.
The fluorescence of the rare amino acid LL-dityrosine, which is found in insoluble biological materials with structural features, was recently shown to decay non-exponentially (Kungl et al. (1992) J. Fluorescence 2, 63-74). Here we investigated the time-resolved fluorescence of a dityrosine-containing peptide (DCP) to study the influence of side chains on the fluorescence decay of the chromophore. The fluorescence decay of DCP was best fitted by three exponential terms including a sub-nanosecond rise term, the values of which are quite similar to the parameters obtained for the decay of free dityrosine. They were found to depend on the pH of the aqueous solution but not on the temperature. Analysis by an exponential series method revealed broad fluorescence lifetime distributions for DCP. Compared to the corresponding analysis of dityrosine transients, similar lifetime centers were found whereas the widths of the distributions were found broader for DCP. Molecular dyamics (MD) simulations of dityrosine at 300 K show that chi 1 and chi 2 side chain conformers (rotamers) of both tyrosine subunits interconvert on a picosecond timescale. The rates of interconversion were shown to depend critically upon the MD technique applied: in vacuo simulations yielded lower interconversion rates compared to stochastic dynamics (SD) and full MD (water explicitly included). However, MD simulations of the dityrosine-containing peptide revealed no interconversions of the chi 1 and chi 2 side chain rotamers of both tyrosine subunits within a 400 ps trajectory. Interconversions could be induced by raising the temperature of the system (DCP plus solvent) to 340 K. Side chain rotamers of dityrosine are not stable on a fluorescence time scale but are stable when a dityrosine-containing peptide is regarded. Nevertheless both molecules yield similar fluorescence decay patterns. We therefore conclude that the rotamer model proposed for the fluorescence decay of tyrosine and tryptophan cannot be applied to the fluorescence decay of dityrosine and peptides containing this chromophore. This should be of future interest when dityrosine is used as an intrinsic sensor to study complex dityrosine-containing macromolecules by fluorescence spectroscopy.